Synchrotron based FT-FIR pure rotational spectroscopy of the NH2 radical in its two lowest vibrational states.
Six Fourier-transform FIR spectra of the NH2 radical have been recorded at high resolution (0.001 cm(-1)) using synchrotron radiation on the AILES beamline at SOLEIL Synchrotron. Three different experimental discharge setups have been used to observe, in absorption, 1009 pure rotational transitions of NH2 in the vibrational ground state (000) and 170 pure rotational transitions within the first excited vibrational state (010). These results constitute a significant extension of the observed quantum numbers for these two states. The spectra permitted several couplings to be resolved (asymmetric coupling, spin-rotation coupling, hyperfine structure) for relatively highly excited energy levels. An effective fit has been realized using both standard Watson-S and -A reductions despite an abnormal centrifugal distortion effect for this light hydride.